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ABBREVIATIONS 

AHI   apnea-hypopnea index 

AI   apnea index 

CEST   corrected estimated sleep time 

D4   desaturation by =4% SpO2 

DI4 desaturation index, # of desaturations by =4% SpO2 per 

hour of corrected estimated sleep time 

D90   desaturation to =90% SpO2 

DI90 desaturation index, # of desaturations to =90% SpO2 per 

hour of corrected estimated sleep time 

FL   flow limitation 

IQR   interquartile range 

MOAHI  mixed-obstructive-apnea-hypopnea-index 

RDI   respiratory disturbance index 

SD   standard deviation 

SDB   sleep-disordered breathing 
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INTRODUCTION 

The gold standard for diagnosing sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is full 

polysomnography in a sleep laboratory (1). Unattended home sleep studies 

using portable systems, however, are increasingly recognized as an alternative. 

Advantages include convenience, improved sleep quality, and cost 

effectiveness (2, 3). Nonetheless, such studies are yet rarely used in the 

evaluation of pediatric SDB. One reason for this may be the lack of reference 

values.  

 

There are also no reference data for respiratory events in children measured by 

nasal prongs/pressure transducers, although these are more sensitive in 

detecting hypopnea and flow limitation than thermal sensors (e.g. thermistor or 

thermocouples) (4, 5). This is important, because children are more likely than 

adults to have partial rather than complete upper airway obstruction (6). 

 

We, thus, aimed to establish reference values for respiratory and other sleep 

study variables obtained at home using portable devices and nasal 

prongs/pressure transducers. The current study was conducted as a part of a 

population-based cross-sectional study on prevalence, risk factors, and 

consequences of various expressions of SDB in children (7-10). Primary school 

children were screened for signs and symptoms of SDB using parental 

questionnaires (8) and nocturnal home pulse oximetry (11). Children with and 

without signs and symptoms of SDB subsequently underwent nocturnal home 

polysomnography (8). In this report we focus on the feasibility of performing 

unattended home sleep studies in children, the data quality achieved, and the 

presentation of reference values obtained from healthy school-aged children. 
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METHODS 

Subjects 

The source population for the current study were subjects who had participated 

in the main study (8) and had i) no history of habitual snoring (8), ii) an 

obstructive sleep apnea risk score <0 (8, 12), and iii) an SDB risk score <24 (8, 

13). Children with abnormal oximetry results were excluded (8). Of 1144 

children originally participating (8), 983 children met all inclusion criteria. Eligible 

children were listed by date of enrollment to the main study, and an investigator 

called parents of every 20th child on the list. The course of the sleep study was 

explained and a ticket for the Hannover Zoo offered to the children as an 

incentive for participation.  

Polysomnographic device 

Recordings were performed overnight in the children’s homes using a newly 

developed ambulatory polygraphic device (Embletta PDS, MedCare Flaga; 

Iceland). The device could be easily attached using a soft elastic belt. The 

montage comprised the following channels and sensors: chest and abdominal 

wall movements (piezo effort sensor, Pro-Tech; WA, USA), nasal pressure and 

linearized nasal airflow estimation (nasal prongs and built-in pressure 

transducer, MedCare Flaga; Iceland), oral airflow (thermocouple, Pro-Tech; 

WA, USA), snoring (vibration sensor, New Life Technologies; VA, USA), arterial 

oxygen saturation, pulse rate, pulse waveform (pulse oximeter Xpod, Nonin 

Medical; MN, USA), actigraphy, body position and user events (all MedCare 

Flaga;). The nasal pressure signal was linearized by computing its square root 

(14, 15). Both the nasal pressure raw signal and the linearized airflow 

estimation were available. The latter was used for event identification. The 

pulse oximeter sampled arterial oxygen saturation data on a beat-to-beat basis 

and delivered values in a beat-to-beat mode as well as in a four-beat 

exponential averaging mode; only beat-to-beat values were considered. The 

device included the option to record body position, provided it was calibrated in 
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supine position at the onset of a recording. This was not appropriately achieved 

by  all children. Thus, only changes in body position are presented.  

Sleep study protocol 

With institutional review board (ethics committee of the Hannover Medical 

School) and informed written parental consent, an investigator visited the 

children at home approximately one hour before their usual bedtime. Children 

were carefully examined for any acute respiratory disease or other acute health 

problem potentially affecting study results. If present, recordings were 

postponed. Sensors were carefully attached and fixed with medical tape (Figure 

1). Usually, the device was positioned in front of the thorax. If a child preferred 

the prone position for sleep, he or she was allowed to shift the device at the 

thorax's side. Handling of the device was explained to the parents and their 

child. A telephone hotline was set up to respond to any question or problem 

occurring during the night. The device was set up to start the recording 

automatically just before usual bedtime and to stop it at 6 a.m. Children were 

instructed to press the event button when (i) going to bed and lying supine and 

(ii) lights were switched off. One of the investigators picked up the device at the 

child's home on the following day, downloaded the data to a PC and reviewed 

the recording using device-specific software (Somnologica for Embletta, version 

3.1.2, MedCare Flaga; Iceland). Body position and button events were then 

analyzed automatically. Although snoring was measured, we do not report 

results on this channel because widely accepted and validated scales for 

assessing the quality and severity of snoring in children are lacking. 

Basic sleep study and signal quality variables 

Recording time was determined and time in bed defined based on body position 

and button events. Although it is not possible to determine sleep onset exactly 

without EEG, a typical pattern of "calming down" can be seen in the signals. If 

this pattern was not interrupted by body movements for at least 10 minutes, 

sleep onset was assumed (Figure 2); morning awakening was estimated as the 

end of the last such period. This conservative definition of sleep onset was used 

to avoid overestimation of sleep time and, therefore, underestimation of event 
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indices. The estimated sleep time was calculated as the period between sleep 

onset and morning awakening. 

 

Within estimated sleep time, recordings were analyzed for (i) movement periods 

using actigraphy, body position, and movement artifacts on other channels and 

(ii) artifactual or uninterpretable periods other than movement periods on either 

the nasal flow, thoracic effort, abdominal effort, or oximetry channel. Movement 

periods and artifactual/uninterpretable periods were excluded from estimated 

sleep time if they lasted for more than 5 minutes and the corrected estimated 

sleep time (i.e. estimated sleep time without movement or 

artifactual/uninterpretable periods, CEST) was calculated. A minimum of 4 

hours of CEST was required (16, 17). For infants, it has been shown that 

reliability of apnea estimation is adequate when recording duration exceeds 3 

hours (16-18). If a recording comprised less than 4 hours of CEST, the family 

was contacted again and asked for a repetition of the sleep study.  

 

Recordings were then manually analyzed for central, mixed and obstructive 

apneas, hypopneas, and flow limitation, arterial oxygen desaturation, and 

movements/arousal events based on standard guidelines or published criteria 

(14, 19, 20). Typical examples are presented in Figure 3. 

Respiratory events 

An apnea was scored if the amplitude of the nasal airflow fell to <20% of the 

average amplitude of the two preceding breaths, no airflow was detected at the 

mouth, and the event comprised at least two breath cycles (i.e. approximately 6 

seconds for the age group under study). Central apneas were scored if criteria 

for apnea were fulfilled and no chest and abdominal wall movements were 

present. Obstructive apneas were scored if criteria for apnea were fulfilled and 

out-of-phase movements of the chest and abdomen were present. Mixed 

apneas were defined as apneas with central and obstructive components, each 

of them lasting at least two (not necessarily consecutive) breath cycles. 

Hypopneas were scored if the amplitude of the nasal airflow fell to <50% of the 
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average amplitude of the two preceding breaths, arterial oxygen desaturation of 

at least 4% occurred within 30 seconds of the onset of the event, and the event 

comprised at least two breath cycles. As no generally accepted definition for 

flow limitation (FL) is available for children, an adapted definition for adults was 

used (14). Thus, a flow limitation was scored if (i) the amplitude of the nasal 

airflow fell to <70% of the average amplitude of the two preceding breaths, (ii) a 

flattened inspiratory nasal airflow signal appeared, (iii) the event ended abruptly 

with a return to breaths with higher amplitude and a more sinusoidal shape, and 

(iv) the event comprised at least two breath cycles (14). FL were reviewed by 

three of the authors and scored if all agreed on an event.  

 

A hierarchy for scoring respiratory events was defined as follows: apnea > 

hypopnea > flow limitation. Among apneas the hierarchy was defined as 

follows: mixed apnea > obstructive apnea > central apnea. Thus, it was not 

allowed to score an event as central apnea if criteria for mixed apnea were 

fulfilled or to score an event as flow limitation if criteria for hypopnea were 

fulfilled. Peak inspiration was used to identify onset and termination of 

respiratory events (“peak to peak”). Two “normal” breaths terminated respiratory 

events. If two respiratory events were separated by only one breath, only one 

event was scored. The frequency and duration of all respiratory events and their 

association with an oxygen desaturation were determined. The longest 

respiratory event for each type and recording was noted. Indices, as number of 

events per hour of CEST, were calculated for each event type separately and 

for (i) central, obstructive, and mixed apneas (AI), (ii) mixed and obstructive 

apneas and hypopneas (MOAHI), (iii) central, obstructive, and mixed apneas 

and hypopneas (AHI), and (iv) central, obstructive, and mixed apneas, 

hypopneas and flow limitations (RDI).  

Desaturation events 

Desaturation events were visually confirmed to exclude spuriously low values. 

Events with a distorted pulse waveform signal prior to their onset were 

considered artifactual and excluded. The lowest oxygen saturation value and 
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the number of desaturation events by >4% (D4) and to <90% (D90) were 

counted. Desaturation event indices, defined as events per hour of CEST, were 

calculated for D4 and D90 events. 

Movement/arousal events 

Movement-related changes or artifacts in two out of the following 3 signals were 

scored as movement/arousal if they lasted for 1 second or longer: (i) chest or 

abdominal wall movements, (ii) pulse waveform, (iii) actigraphy/body position 

(20). The minimal interval required between 2 movements/arousals was 10 

seconds. A movement/arousal index, defined as number of these events per 

hour of CEST, was calculated. A body position change index, defined as body 

position changes per hour of CEST, was calculated from the results of an 

automated analysis (MedCare Flaga).  

Inter- and intraobserver variability 

To determine the applicability of the above respiratory event definitions, inter- 

and intraobserver agreement was assessed. Interobserver agreement was 

studied in 4, and intraobserver agreement in one investigator. Years of 

experience in scoring polysomnographic recordings ranged from 2 to 18 among 

investigators. One hundred screenshots of respiratory events fulfilling or not 

fulfilling event definitions were selected; 20 for each of the 5 respiratory events 

(central apnea, obstructive apnea, mixed apnea, hypopnea, flow limitation 

event). Investigators reviewed these screenshots independently of each other 

and rated each event as true if criteria were fulfilled or false if these were not 

fulfilled. For the determination of intraobserver agreement, one investigator 

(DM) also re-reviewed the screen shots after an interval of 12 months.  

Statistics 

All analyses were done with statistical software (Statistical Package for the 

Social Science, release 11.0 for Windows; SPSS; Chicago, IL). To allow 

comparisons with published data, sleep study indices were expressed both as 

mean and standard deviation (SD) and as median, range, and interquartile 

range (IQR). Cut-off values for the normal range were calculated using the 
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mean plus (or minus) 2 SD for normally distributed variables and the 5th or 95th 

centile for all other variables. The chi-square test, Student's t test, or the Mann-

Whitney U test were used to compare data between subgroups where 

appropriate. Cohen's kappa analysis was performed to assess inter- and 

intraobserver agreement. 
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RESULTS 

Subjects 

Of 65 children approached, 11 children or their parents refused participation. 

Demographic variables (gender, age, body mass index, parental education) did 

not differ between participants and non-participants. Of 54 recordings 

performed, 48 (89%) comprised at least 4 hours of CEST and were thus 

considered sufficient for the study purpose. Two of the remaining recordings 

could be successfully repeated (one had to be repeated twice), while 4 children 

denied further participation, leading to a final sample of 50 children. Of these, 

three children had a history of mild respiratory allergies, one child had asthma 

and one had both. None of these children were symptomatic or required 

treatment at the time of study. The prevalence of asthma in the study sample 

(4%) was similar to the prevalence found in the underlying study population of 

1144 children (5%), while the prevalence of respiratory allergies was slightly 

lower in this group (6%) than in the underlying population (11%). Demographic 

data of the study sample (n=50) and the underlying study population (n=1144) 

are given in Table 1. There was good to excellent representativeness regarding 

gender distribution, age, body mass index, and low socioeconomic status.  

Basic sleep study and signal quality results 

Only 4 children (8%) reported impaired sleep quality during the night of 

recording. Mean (SD; range) duration of recording and estimated sleep time 

was 619 (45; 474-729) and 542 minutes (50; 397-619), respectively. Mean (SD; 

range) duration of movement periods and artifactual/uninterpretable periods 

within estimated sleep time was 8 (42; 0-289) and 61 minutes (80; 0-292), 

respectively. Thirty-nine recordings (78%) showed artifactual/uninterpretable 

periods at least once in at least one channel for >5 minutes. The nasal airflow, 

thoracic effort, abdominal effort, and oximetry channel was affected in 40%, 

14%, 24%, and 38% of recordings, respectively. Mean proportion (SD; range) of 

estimated sleep time with artifactual/uninterpretable periods in the nasal airflow, 
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thoracic effort, abdominal effort, and the oximetry channel was 9.5 (15.2; 0-

55.8), 1.7 (6.2; 0-40.4), 9.0 (24.9; 0-100), and 3.8% (9.1; 0-53.1), respectively. 

Mean proportion (SD; range) of estimated sleep time with 

artifactual/uninterpretable periods simultaneously in the thoracic and abdominal 

effort channel was 0.6% (3.3; 0-22.6). Mean (SD; range) proportion of estimated 

sleep time with acceptable signal quality was 89% (14.2; 45.4-100). Finally, 

mean (SD; range) duration of CEST was 483 minutes (89; 243-628). There 

were no statistically significant differences between boys and girls regarding 

basic sleep study and signal quality results.  

Respiratory events 

Descriptive statistics for respiratory events are presented in Table 2. In total, 

there were 599 central apneas, 316 in boys and 283 in girls. Two hundred 

twenty-two central apneas (36.9%) were followed by a D4, but only 20 central 

apneas (3.3%) were associated with a D90. Forty children (80.0%) had central 

apneas associated with a D4, but only 9 (18%) had central apneas followed by 

a D90. Thirteen children (26%) had central apneas of more than 20 seconds 

duration but only one child presented a single central apnea lasting more than 

25 seconds (30.5 seconds). There was a total of 42 obstructive apneas (21 in 

boys), with a maximum of 9 in the recording of the child with asthma and 

respiratory allergy (house dust mite). Twelve obstructive apneas (28.6%) were 

associated with a D4, but none was followed by a D90. Four mixed apneas 

occurred in three recordings; 3 were associated with a D4, but none was 

followed by a D90. The number of hypopneas totaled 10; corresponding to our 

definitions, all were followed by a D4.  

 

Flow limitation events (FL) were more frequent than hypopneas (a total of 48 

events) and were found more often in boys (30.8% vs. 4.2% of girls; p<0.05); 

none was followed by a D4 or D90. Average duration (SD) of FL was 48.9 

(25.9) seconds. Although we had no maximum duration criterion for flow 

limitation, no event comprised >3 minutes. Average duration (SD) of longest 

flow limitation was 67.3 (40.3) seconds. A respiratory disturbance index (RDI) 
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was calculated as central, obstructive and mixed apnea plus hypopnea and flow 

limitation events per hour of CEST. Mean (SD; range) RDI was 1.8 (1,4; 0.1 – 

7.5). Recommended reference value for RDI including flow limitation events is 

4.6 per hour CEST. Apart from clear flow limitation events, we also found 

periods with continuously flattened airflow signal lasting >3 minutes suggesting 

increased upper airway resistance. These periods, however, did not start with a 

reduction in flow amplitude and were thus not scored as flow limitation events. 

Descriptive statistics for respiratory event indices are given in Table 3. Except 

for FL, there was no statistically significant gender difference regarding any 

event index under study. Therefore, results were not stratified by gender. As the 

clinical significance of such events remains unknown, no reference values are 

presented for flow limitations. 

Desaturation events 

A total of 308 D4 events occurred in 43 recordings (86%). Most D4 events 

(n=239; 78% of all D4) were associated with respiratory events. There were 69 

isolated D4 events, i.e. not accompanied by a respiratory event. Only 15 D90 

events were present in 9 subjects (18%), all associated with central apnea. The 

lowest oxygen saturation value found was 83% and associated with a central 

apnea. One child, suffering from asthma, presented with 35 D4. This child also 

had the highest number of central apnea (n=49). Another child presented with 

38 D4 and 4 D90 events. This child had parentally reported “chronic bronchitis”. 

Descriptive statistics for desaturation event indices are presented in Table 3. 

Movement/arousal events 

At least one change in body position was present in 49 recordings (98%). The 

mean (SD; range) number of body position changes per recording was 27.5 

(16.2; 0 - 86). One child remained in supine position for the entire night, while 

another had 86 changes in body position. Both children had no abnormal values 

in any other variable. Movements/arousals were present in all recordings, with a 

mean (SD; range) number of 65.7 (24.5; 24 - 134) per recording. Descriptive 

statistics for changes in body position and movement/arousal indices are given 

in Table 3.  
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Inter- and intraobserver variability 

Assessment of interobserver variability revealed an overall good agreement 

(Cohen's kappa; range: 0.68 – 0.82; all p<0.001). Subgroup analyses showed 

poorest agreement for hypopnea (Cohen's kappa; mean/range: 0.5/0.29-0.83), 

moderate agreement for mixed apnea (Cohen's kappa; mean/range: 0.64/0.48-

1.0), flow limitation events (Cohen's kappa; mean/range: 0.65/0.51-0.8) and 

central apnea (Cohen's kappa; mean/range: 0.69/0.5-0.89), and excellent 

agreement for obstructive apnea (Cohen's kappa; mean/range: 0.82/0.73-0.86). 

Assessment of intraobserver variability showed good agreement (Cohen's 

kappa: 0.8; p<0.001). Agreement was best for mixed apnea (Cohen's kappa: 

0.83; p<0.001) and again poorest for hypopnea (Cohen's kappa: 0.57; p=0.01). 

There was no difference regarding Cohen's kappa between less and more 

experienced observers (data not shown). 
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DISCUSSION 

Using a new ambulatory recording device, we found nocturnal home sleep 

studies, performed in a research setting, sufficiently acceptable and feasible to 

obtain interpretable data on respiration, oxygen saturation, and sleep disruption 

in 50 out of 53 primary school children. Our study sample (population-based 

cohort), setting (the children’s homes), and methods (nasal pressure transducer 

and beat-to-beat pulse oximetry) enabled us to obtain valid and comparatively 

representative reference values for the variables under study. These reference 

data may help to improve the interpretation of sleep studies in school-aged 

children. 

 

Several authors have reported pediatric reference values for sleep variables 

(21-28). These data clearly demonstrated that adult criteria and reference 

values for sleep and respiratory variables cannot be transferred to children. 

During the last decade, several studies determined the frequency of obstructive 

and mixed apneas, hypoventilation, and hypopnea in children (23, 27, 28), but 

all had similar limitations. They were not population-based (and thus subject to 

selection bias), were performed in sleep labs, used inaccurate sensor 

techniques for the detection of hypopnea, and did not report on flow limitation 

events. Thus, further studies on reference values were required. 

 

In contrast to adults, where an AHI >5 is often used to diagnose SDB (29), the 

AHI is not generally accepted to diagnose SDB in children. The obstructive 

apnea index or reference values for hypoventilation are often used instead (23). 

This is partly due to a lack of generally accepted event definitions, 

measurement techniques, and reference data for hypopnea in children, but is 

nevertheless surprising given that partial upper airway obstruction is more 

common in children than in adults (6). Relying solely on gas exchange 

abnormalities to detect these events may lead to an underestimation of their 

frequency, particularly with short events (30). Only two studies reported 

reference values for hypopnea in children (24, 27). These data, however, were 
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obtained using end-tidal carbon dioxide monitors or thermal sensors, which are 

not generally recommended for hypopnea detection (29). Recent studies in 

adults (31) and children (4, 5) revealed an inferior performance of thermal 

sensors compared to nasal pressure measurements in detecting hypopnea. 

Reference values for hypopnea using this new technique are now available and 

support other reports that hypopneas are rare in children (24, 27).  

 

Since its first description in 1994 (32), flow limitation events based on the 

contour of the inspiratory flow tracing are increasingly recognized in adults. 

Their presence indicates residual upper-airway resistance both during 

mechanical ventilation (32) and regular breathing (33). Respiratory disturbance 

indices including flow limitation events obtained from nasal prongs and pressure 

transducers were found to discriminate better between symptomatic and 

asymptomatic SDB than classic apnea-hypopnea indices (14). Also in children, 

flow limitation events may be associated with increased esophageal pressure 

swings indicating increased upper airway resistance (4, 5). Thus, flow limitation 

events may play similar roles in children and adults. We found flow limitation 

events in 18% of subjects, predominantly boys. This male preponderance 

remains unexplained but may indicate early gender differences in mild 

obstructive events. The clinical significance of these events, however, has yet to 

be shown. Despite this, the presented reference values for flow limitation events 

may supplement prior reference data for other measures of partial upper-airway 

obstruction, which are more difficult to use in the home setting (e.g. end-tidal 

carbon dioxide measurements).  

 

Several researchers used commercially available polygraphic devices for sleep 

studies at home, all in research settings (16, 34-37). Acceptance was good to 

excellent in most studies. In the TuCASA study, only 6% of children stated that 

they had slept worse during the study night (16). Feasibility data demonstrated 

an initial pass rate of 91% and a final pass rate of 94 - 97% for home sleep 

recordings (16, 37). In our study, 8% of children reported impairments in sleep 

quality. Although we found periods with impaired signal quality in about 70% of 
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recordings, we obtained >4 hours of interpretable signals in 89% at first pass, 

improving to 93% after repetition. These results confirm others, who performed 

unattended polysomnography in adults (38) and children between 5-8 years 

(16) and demonstrate that unattended sleep studies can be obtained with 

sufficient quality at home in school-aged children. Further studies are needed to 

reveal if unattended studies could also be an option for younger children. 

 

Nasal pressure measurements, however, have not yet been used routinely in 

children and in particular not at home. Disadvantages include an increased 

amount of uninterpretable signal (4, 16), occurring with sensor dislocation or 

occlusion, or during periods of mouth breathing (39). In the present study, one 

third of children had at least 5 minutes of uninterpretable nasal pressure signal. 

Some authors suggest to discard such periods (40), while others regard 

recurrent mouth breathing periods as abnormal respiration resulting in 

increased respiratory effort (41). Unfortunately, there is yet no standard 

definition for assessment of mouth breathing. As we were primarily interested in 

respiratory events detected by nasal prongs, we decided to discard such 

periods. Children with SDB, however, frequently present with mouth breathing 

leading to even more uninterpretable signal periods. This remains a major 

concern. 

 

Arousal from sleep is usually scored based on EEG criteria. Specific reference 

values are available for children (20, 24, 26). Unfortunately, only about one third 

of respiratory events in children are terminated by cortical arousal (42). Thus, 

scoring of movement/arousal (20) or subcortical arousal (43) has been 

suggested as an alternative. These types of arousal accompanied 71-83% of 

respiratory events (20, 43) and may thus be more sensitive markers for 

respiratory-related sleep disruption in children. Data on the frequency of 

movements/arousals in children have not been reported before. Stores and 

colleagues reported a mean cortical arousal index of 8.5 for 8 to 9 years old 

children (26), which is similar to our data. Whether our definition increases the 
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sensitivity to respiratory-related sleep disruption remains to be shown. It 

certainly has the advantage of not requiring EEG.  

 

We found the 95th centile for the obstructive apnea index to be 0.7, which 

supports prior suggestions that obstructive apnea is rare in children (28). The 

cut-off value for the obstructive apnea index suggested from our data is higher 

than reported by Uliel et al. (28), and slightly lower than that reported by Marcus 

and colleagues (23). In contrast to the latter, we did not use EEG to differentiate 

sleep from wakefulness. One concern with omitting EEG in cardiopulmonary 

polysomnography is loss of diagnostic accuracy. This is based on the 

assumption that if detection of rapid-eye-movement sleep (when SDB is usually 

present or most severe) is not possible, SDB cannot be reliably ruled out. 

However, as previously discussed by Jacob and Morielli (2, 44) there is 

invariably REM sleep present in an all night recording, even though it may not 

be possible to determine which specific epochs are included. 

 

Central apneas are common in healthy children (22). Some authors, however, 

consider them abnormal if associated with a desaturation to <90% (23) or 

lasting for >20 seconds (22). We found short central apneas in all recordings, 

and those lasting >20 seconds in one third, while associations with desaturation 

=90% occurred in only 2 subjects (3%). Thus, central apneas of up to 30 

seconds duration may be common in children. This is in contrast to previous 

studies (22) and may be related to our apnea definition, which required at least 

two breaths to terminate an apnea. This underscores yet again that reference 

values are only valid for the event definitions used. This does also apply to 

desaturation events, where our results are comparable to previous work from 

our group also using a pulse oximeter in beat-to-beat mode (45), but are 

considerably higher than those reported for other instruments using variable 

averaging times (11). 
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Limitations 

Although our sample was selected from a population-based cohort of primary 

school children, it was formed using a series of exclusion criteria. It is thus not 

fully representative to the initial cohort, although the prevalence of asthma and 

allergies was similar. Results may therefore reflect the occurrence of respiratory 

events in healthy children rather than in an unselected sample of school 

children. It should also be stressed that the most frequent ages referred to 

pediatric sleep laboratories for evaluation of sleep-disordered breathing are 

preschoolers. The current study, however, included only school-aged children. 

The reference values obtained should thus only be applied to this age group. 

Although we tried to limit our analyses to sleep periods, we were unable to fully 

exclude periods of wakefulness because EEG was not used. As mentioned 

above, this likely biased our results towards lower values (assuming that 

respiratory events are rarer when awake). Thus, we explicitly do not 

recommend using these reference values for full polysomnography.  

 

Another point of concern is intra- and interobserver variability. Our results show 

good agreement between trained scorers, but there was still disagreement, 

particularly in scoring hypopnea and mixed apnea. Even intraobserver 

agreement was poor for scoring hypopnea. This may be related to the event 

definitions used. For example, it is not always possible to determine the degree 

of amplitude reduction precisely with manual analysis. Automatic analysis of 

respiratory events would eliminate this problem, but data on the sensitivity and 

specificity of such tools are lacking. Further studies on intra- and interobserver 

variability and, if available, improved automated analysis for respiratory events 

in polysomnography are needed.  

 

The device used in this study was usually attached to the children’s front. In 

children preferring the prone sleep position, however, it was attached to the 

right or left flank. Nevertheless, an uncomfortable sleep position during the 

recording may have modified normal sleep and breathing behavior, potentially 

influencing recording results. 
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Conclusion 

Our data suggest that abbreviated cardiopulmonary sleep studies may be 

successfully performed at home in >90% of school-aged children. The method 

was well accepted by both parents and children and generated valid information 

on nocturnal breathing and respiratory events. Central apnea was common in 

these children, while obstructed breathing episodes were rare. In healthy 

children, nighttime desaturations events to =90% were consequences of central 

apneas but not of obstructed breathing episodes. Except for flow limitation 

events, no gender differences were present in our sample. These reference 

data may help clinicians and researchers to improve the interpretation of sleep 

studies in school-aged children.  
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ABSTRACT 

Abbreviated home polysomnography may be an alternative to laboratory 

polysomnography in children, but is not yet generally accepted, partly due to a 

lack of reference values. Also, there are no normative data on respiratory 

events obtained using nasal prongs. We determined the prevalence and 

frequency of central, obstructive and mixed apneas, and hypopneas in a 

population-based sample of 50 children (mean age 10.1 years) using 

abbreviated home polysomnography and nasal prongs. We also determined the 

frequency of movements/arousals and body position changes. All children had 

central apneas. Obstructive apneas, mixed apneas, and hypopneas were found 

in 36%, 6%, and 14% of children, respectively. Average number of central, 

obstructive, and mixed apneas, hypopneas, movement/arousals, and body 

position changes per hour of sleep was 1.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 8.2, and 3.7, 

respectively. The corresponding cut-off values (mean plus 2 standard deviations 

or 95th centile) were 3.7, 0.7, 0.1, 0.2, 13.4, and 9.1, respectively. We did not 

find significant gender differences regarding any sleep variable under study. 

The presented reference values may help clinicians and researchers to improve 

the interpretation of abbreviated home polysomnography in school-aged 

children.  
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ABSTRACT, DEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZUNG 

Heimpolysomnographien könnten eine sinnvolle Alternative zur stationären 

Polysomnographie bei Kindern sein. Bisher hat sich die Durchführung von 

Heimpolysomnographien jedoch noch nicht durchgesetzt, unter anderem 

aufgrund fehlender Referenzwerte. Es gibt bisher insbesondere keine 

Normalwerte für respiratorische Ereignisse, die mittels nasaler 

Staudruckmessung erhoben wurde. Wir haben die Prävalenz und die Häufigkeit 

zentraler, obstruktiver und gemischter Apnoen und Hypopnoen in einer 

populationsbasierten Stichprobe aus 50 Kindern (mittleres Alter 10.1 Jahre) 

mittels Heimpolysomnographie und nasaler Staudruckmessung untersucht. 

Zudem wurde die Häufigkeit von Bewegungen/Weckreaktionen und 

Körperlagewechsel untersucht. Alle Kinder hatten zentrale Apnoen. Obstruktive 

Apnoen wurden in 36 %, gemischte Apnoen in 6 % und Hypopnoen in 14 % der 

untersuchten Kinder gefunden. Die durchschnittliche Anzahl zentraler, 

obstruktiver und gemischter Apnoen, Hypopnoen, Bewegungen/ 

Weckreaktionen und Körperlagewechsel pro Stunde Schlafzeit war 1.5, 0.1, 

0.01, 0.02, 8.2, und 3.7. Die zugehörigen vorgeschlagenen Referenzwerte 

(Mittelwert plus 2 Standardabweichungen oder 95. Perzentile) waren 3.7, 0.7, 

0.1, 0.2, 13.4, und 9.1. Wir fanden keine signifikanten Unterschiede der 

untersuchten Variablen zwischen Mädchen und Jungen. Die hier 

vorgeschlagenen Referenzwerte könnten die Interpretation von 

Heimpolysomnographien bei Schulkindern für Kliniker und Forscher erleichtern.  
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TABLES 

Table 1. comparisons between study sample and study population 

Study population Study sample 

Characteristic Definition Total 

(N=1144) 

Boys 

(N=585) 

Girls 

(N=559) 

Total 

(N=50) 

Boys 

(N=26) 

Girls 

(N=24) 

Boys N (%) 585 (51.1)   26 (52.0)   

Age at study 

enrollment (years) 

Mean 

(SD) 
9.6 (0.7) 9.7 (0.7) 9.5 (0.6) 9.3 (0.7) 9.3 (0.7) 9.3 (0.6) 

Age at sleep study 

(years) 

Mean 

(SD) 
   10.1 (0.7) 10.2 (0.7) 9.9 (0.7) 

Body Mass Index at 

study enrollment  

Mean 

(SD) 
17.5 (2.9) 17.8 (3.1) 17.2 (2.8) 16.9 (2.1) 16.9 (2.2) 16.9 (2.2) 

Body Mass Index at 

sleep study  

Mean 

(SD) 
   16.8 (2.1) 16.8 (2.1) 16.9 (2.2) 

Low socioeconomic 

status* 
N (%) 285 (24.9) 139 (23.8) 146 (26.1) 9 (20.0) 5 (19.2) 4 (16.7) 

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation;  

* defined as highest graduation from school on a 4-point scale, with the lowest level 

present in the mother 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for respiratory sleep study variables in the 

total study sample 

Total study sample 
Respiratory variable Definition 

(N=50) 

# of children with central apnea N (%) 50 (100) 

Average duration of central apnea (seconds) Mean (SD) 12.7 (1.9) 

Duration of longest central apnea per recording 

(seconds) 
Mean (SD) 17.7 (4.0) 

# of children with obstructive apnea N (%) 18 (36) 

Average duration of obstructive apnea 

(seconds) 
Mean (SD) 14.1 (3.1) 

Duration of longest obstructive apnea per 

recording (seconds) 
Mean (SD) 16.3 (6.9) 

# of children with mixed apnea N (%) 3 (6) 

Average duration of mixed apnea (seconds) Mean (SD) 13.1 (3.6) 

Duration of longest mixed apnea per recording 

(seconds) 
Mean (SD) 13.6 (4.5) 

# of children with hypopnea N (%) 7 (14) 

Average duration of hypopnea (seconds) Mean (SD) 12.7 (4.0) 

Duration of longest hypopnea per recording 

(seconds) 
Mean (SD) 13.6 (4.5) 

 

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics and reference values for respiratory, 

desaturation, and movement/ arousal variables 

Total study sample 

(N = 50) 
Sleep study variable 

Mean (SD) Median IQR Range 
Reference 

value 

# of CA / hour of CEST 1.5 (1.1) 1.3 0.7 - 2.0 0.1 – 5.1 3.7* 

# of CA associated with D4 / hour of 

CEST 
0.5 (0.6) 0.4 0.1 - 0.8 0.0 - 2.9 1.7* 

# of CA associated with D90 / hour of 

CEST 
0.05 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.6 0.5† 

SpO2 nadir following CA 92.6 (3.0) 93.0 91.0 - 95.0 83.0 - 97.0 86.6* 

# of OA / hour of CEST 0.1 (0.2) 0.0 0.0 - 0.1 0.0 – 1.2 0.7† 

# of OA associated with D4 / hour of 

CEST 
0.05 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 - 0.02 0.0 - 0.6 0.4† 

SpO2 nadir following OA 94.9 (1.9) 95.0 93.8 - 97.0 92.0 - 97.0 91.1* 

# of MA / hour of CEST 
0.01 

(0.04) 
0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.2 0.14† 

# of MA associated with D4 / hour of 

CEST 

0.007 

(0.04) 
0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.2 0.06† 

SpO2 nadir following MA 94.7 (2.1) 94.0 93.0 - 97.0 93.0 - 97.0 90.5* 

# of H / hour of CEST 
0.02 

(0.06) 
0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.2 0.2† 

SpO2 nadir following H 93.4 (1.0) 93.0 93.0 - 94.0 92.0 - 95.0 91.4* 

# of D4 / hour of CEST 0.7 (0.9) 0.5 0.2 - 0.9 0.0 - 4.6 2.5* 
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# of D90 / hour of CEST 0.04 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 0.4† 

SpO2 nadir 92.2 (2.7) 93.0 91.0 - 94.0 83.0 - 96.0 86.8* 

# of body position changes / hour of 

CEST 
3.7 (2.7) 2.9 2.1 - 4.1 0.0 – 13.8 9.1* 

# of movement/arousals / hour of 

CEST 
8.2 (2.6) 8.0 6.4 – 9.9 4.1 - 14.3 13.4* 

# of CA plus OA plus MA / hour of 

CEST (AI) 
1.6 (1.1) 1.4 0.7 - 2.0 0.1 - 5.5 3.8* 

# of OA plus MA plus H / hour of CEST 

(MOAHI) 
0.1 (0.3) 0.0 0.0 – 0.2 0.0 - 1.2 0.8† 

# of CA plus OA plus MA plus H / hour 

of CEST (AHI) 
1.6 (1.2) 1.4 0.7 - 2.0 0.1 – 5.7 4.0* 

 

* Variable is normally distributed; recommended value is calculated as mean plus or 

minus double standard deviation.  

† Variable is not normally distributed; recommended value is calculated as the 5th or 

95th centile. 

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; IQR, interquartile range; CEST, corrected 

estimated sleep time; CA, central apnea; OA, obstructive apnea; MA, mixed apnea; H, 

hypopnea; SpO2, pulse oximeter oxygen saturation; D4, desaturation by =4% SpO2; 

D90, desaturation to =90% SpO2; AI, apnea index, MOAHI, mixed-obstructive-apnea-

hypopnea index; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1: Polygraphic device, sensors, and fixation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following sensors are shown (top to bottom): nasal cannula, oral flow 

sensor, snoring sensor (usually attached with a soft band), chest effort sensor, 

polygraphic device (actimeter/body position sensor/ event button/pressure 

transducer), abdominal effort sensor, and pulse oximeter sensor (right index 

finger). 
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Figure 2: Sleep onset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example for sleep onset as defined in this study (see arrow); for definition, see 

Methods;  

Channels shown (from top to bottom): nasal airflow, chest and abdominal wall 

movements, arterial oxygen saturation, pulse waveform, actigraphy, and body 

position. 
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Figure 3 a-e: Respiratory events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3a) central apnea     Fig. 3b) obstructive apnea  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 3c) flow limitation                 Fig. 3d) mixed apnea 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3e) hypopnea 

 

Typical examples for sleep study 

events (for definition, see 

Methods). Channels shown (from 

top to bottom): nasal pressure, 

nasal airflow, chest and 

abdominal wall movements, 

arterial oxygen saturation, pulse 

waveform, actigraphy, and body 

position. 
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